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This presentation was prepared exclusively for the benefit and internal use of the J.P. Morgan Chase client to whom it is directly 
addressed and delivered (including such client’s subsidiaries, the “Company”) in order to assist the Company in evaluating, on a
preliminary basis, certain products or services that may be provided by J.P. Morgan Chase. This presentation contains information which 
is confidential and proprietary to J.P. Morgan Chase, which may only be used in order to evaluate the products and services described 
herein and may not be disclosed to any other person. In preparing this presentation, we have relied upon and assumed, without 
independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources or which was provided to us by or 
on behalf of the Company or which was otherwise reviewed by us. 

This presentation is for discussion purposes only and is incomplete without reference to, and should be viewed solely in conjunction with, 
the oral briefing provided by J.P. Morgan Chase. Neither this presentation nor any of its contents may be used for any other purpose 
without the prior written consent of J.P. Morgan Chase. J.P. Morgan Chase makes no representations as to the legal, regulatory, tax or 
accounting implications of the matters referred to in this presentation. 

Notwithstanding anything in this presentation to the contrary, the statements in this presentation are not intended to be legally binding.. 
Any products, services, terms or other matters described in this presentation (other than in respect of confidentiality) are subject to the 
terms of separate legally binding documentation and/or are subject to change without notice.

Neither J.P. Morgan Chase, nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents shall incur any responsibility or liability whatsoever to 
the Company or any other party in respect of the contents of this presentation or any matters referred to in, or discussed as a result of, 
this document.

J.P. Morgan Chase is a marketing name for certain businesses of JPMorgan Chase Bank & Co. and its subsidiaries worldwide.

© 2015 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

A common goal:

 To make Accounts Payable more efficient by eliminating paper and automating 
manual processes

How today’s discussion can help your Organization:

 Create a strategy for maximizing efficiencies by focusing on working capital 
optimization

 We will do this by looking at payables holistically using The Payables Continuum
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The Payables Continuum
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Introducing the Payables Continuum

What is the Payables Continuum?

 A way of enhancing the payment process and it’s related working capital 
opportunities so that supplier payment relationships can be mutually beneficial

How does it work?

 It can guide the matching of each supplier to the right payment product and strategy 
to optimize working capital… and processes as a result

 Put simply, when working capital is the driver of the strategy, it can create optimal 
efficiencies in the AP process

Working Capital Optimization  Process Optimization

Process Optimization  Working Capital Optimization
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Payables Continuum – The Path to Optimization
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Understanding the benefits and costs of different 
payment strategies 

Payment by Card on Day 0 Terms (asap)

Invoice Payment by ACH < Day 10 = 2% Discount

ACH Day 45 Terms

Check Day 60 Terms

Invoice Payment by Card on day 15

Question: I’ve been tasked with optimizing working capital in the Payables 
process.  Where do I start?
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Understanding the benefits and costs of different 
payment strategies 
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Answer:  Priority is given to the payment product and strategy that generates 
the greatest working capital return for the buyer

Rank*

A payables challenge:  Card programs can deliver the greatest return for 
buyers but supplier acceptance remains a challenge…

*Assumes baseline payment term of Net30 for all suppliers
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Purchasing and Corporate 
Cards
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Purchasing and Corporate Cards

Process and Working Capital Opportunities

 Eliminate checks and invoices with low-dollar card-matched suppliers 
(payment is taken at the time of the “order”)

 Buyers earn revenue on every dollar of spend

Challenges with Purchasing/Corporate Cards

 Maximizing transactions while minimizing the number of cards

 Creating supporting policies

 Utilizing administrative and reporting tools to promote control and visibility

 Solve for large percentage of suppliers, small percentage of spend

 Avoiding “scope-creep” into Accounts Payable

Purchasing and Corporate Cards are products created to capture 
incidental business and travel-related expenses
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e-Payments
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Industry Observations and Trends

 Paying a supplier with a card continues to be the most “attractive” method of payment for both solution 
providers and their clients 

 From 2014 to 2018, adoption of automated card payment solutions will increase 10.8% per year*

 Automated card payment solutions add an average of 81% more spend to traditional PCard
programs*

6%

78%

48%

26%
21%

51%

68%

1% 1%

Checks ePayments Purchasing Cards
Increased Stayed the Same Decreased

Benefits may include:

 Cost reduction

 Decreased paper 
consumption

 Rebates and early 
payment discounts

 Improved visibility

 Reduction in fraud

Source: RPMG Research Corporation, 2014 Purchasing Card Benchmark Survey (Including SUASource: RPMG Research 
Corporation, 2014 Purchasing Card Benchmark Survey (Including SUA)
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e-Payments: Automating Vendor Payments 

An electronic payment solution that is disbursed like an ACH, offers check-
like controls with the working capital benefits of commercial card

Invoices

 Virtual payment account number sent via email – no physical plastic is issued

 Reduces the opportunity of vendor and employee errors or misuse

 Auto reconciliation of vendor transactions

 Similar to checks:

 Unique 16-digit account number per supplier or per payment (depends on solution)

 Accounts are active for a defined time period (e.g., 30 days)

 Account credit limit equals the exact payment amount – to the penny
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Flexible card payment options can maximize 
spend …and working capital

Non-Strategic Suppliers
Infrequent/incidental expenses

Strategic Suppliers
Frequent supply/service expensesSUAP-Card

Source: RPMG Research Corporation, 2014 Purchasing Card  Benchmark Survey

Manual Automated

Suppliers want options.  Diversifying the delivery method of card payments 
can increase participation by increasing card payment options for suppliers.
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Value Proposition for e-Payment Vendors and 
Suppliers

Supplier Benefits:

 Secure form of payment

 Early payment liquidity solution for suppliers that require immediate cash on hand 

 Simplified reconciliation with full remittance and payment processing details

 Minimal to no-change management (majority of vendors already have a POS 
terminal)

 No need to retain card information (no physical plastic cards)
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Buyer Benefits:

 Working Capital Benefit #1:  Earn rebate revenue on every participating dollar

 Working Capital Benefit #2:  Pay early to improve supplier participation but hold 
on to cash longer with card “float”

 Easy - Only change is to payment type and it mirrors the existing payment 
process for approved invoices

 Efficient – automated disbursement and reconciliation

 Exact-authorization: Pre-set dollar limits equal to the amount of payment 

 Avoid the burden of 1099 data collection and issuance

Value Proposition for e-Payment Buyers
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Push vs. Pull e-Payments

1. Pull Payment – Traditional card “swipe” by supplier

2. Push Payment – Funds deposited directly into supplier’s account

Buyer’s 
ERP

Payment 
Processor

Supplier
Payables File

Invoice Details Supplier takes
payment

Buyer’s 
ERP

Payment 
Processor

Supplier
Payables File

Invoice Details

Direct Payment

Supplier
Bank Account

Payment 
Instruction

Advantage Disadvantage

• Two forms of 
working capital 
for buyer

• Automates buyer 
payments

• Familiar process 
for supplier

• Flexibility
• Mature solution

• Manual payment 
process for 
supplier

• Higher cost to 
supplier than 
push

• Strategic 
Supplier 
Acceptance

Advantage Disadvantage

• Working Capital 
for buyer

• Automated buyer 
disbursement

• Touchless 
supplier 
receivables
process

• Limited supplier 
participation

• Supplier 
targeting and 
enablement 
process

• Not a good fit 
with non-contract 
suppliers

• Lower rebate for 
buyers than pull 
payments
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ACH
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Benefits associated with ACH 

Benefits of using ACH for payments to suppliers include; 

 Streamlined electronic disbursement process that eliminates the cost of 
printing a check

 Timely payments with associated convenience and security features

 Familiar, widely accepted method of payment

 Low cost of acceptance for suppliers
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ACH can optimize non-card accepting payments

Working Capital Opportunity

 Reducing Cost of Goods via investing in the early payment of suppliers for 
a discount.  Example: 2/10 net 30

 Improving Cash Flow by pushing terms out on suppliers unwilling to offer 
a discount.  Example: Original net term; Net 30.  New net term; Net 45

Challenges with ACH

 ACH automates payments but has no built in working capital component

 Hard dollar upfront, annual and/or transaction costs

 Early payment discounts require a fast invoice approval process (<10 
days) and automated invoice solutions can be complex and expensive

 Enrolling suppliers on ACH can be time consuming and bank account 
information must be retained on file

ACH creates efficiencies by automating payments…
…but has no built in working capital component
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ACH can enhance non-card accepting payments

 Who: High spend, strategic  suppliers under contract unwilling to 
accept card for payment

 When: As a secondary option for card-matched suppliers and as a 
primary option for non card-matched suppliers

 How: Early payment (if possible) for a discount as the primary option 
or terms extension (“new Net terms”) of 15-30 days as the secondary 
option

Question: Does a 2% discount provide a better working capital return than 
a 1% card rebate?

Answer: It depends when each payment is made (how many days after 
the invoice is received) and if there is a hard-dollar cost to the buyer 
factored in to the calculation

Taking payables beyond card requires knowing the “who, when and 
how” of ACH use
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Check
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Enhance remaining payments by outsourcing checks 
and extending terms

Working Capital Opportunity

 Improving Cash Flow by pushing terms out on suppliers unwilling to take 
a card payment or offer a discount.  Example: Original net term; Net 30. 
New net term; Net 60

Process Efficiency Opportunity

 Outsourcing check printing “automates” the disbursement of checks, can 
lower costs, and off load fraud, disaster recovery and equipment 
maintenance risks, 

Challenges with Check

 It is a costly form of payment (hard and soft dollar)

 The slowest form of payment

 No built in working capital component

Checks will continue to be a fit with certain suppliers and payments for 
the foreseeable future…
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 Who: Suppliers unwilling to accept card or ACH or low spend, 
infrequent transacting suppliers

 When:  As a secondary cash flow option for suppliers being offered 
card or ACH (Example: new “check” net terms; Net 60)

 How: Outsource the check print function to a solution provider who 
can provide cost savings, automated disbursement and strong 
reporting/control functionality

Question: How can a check print outsource solution provider lower my 
costs?

Answer:  By passing on their economies of scale benefits to you.

Taking payables beyond card requires knowing the “who, when and 
how” of check use

Enhance remaining payments by outsourcing checks 
and extending terms
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Sample Assessment
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Step 1:  Segmentation and Targeting*

Sample Business Case

*Variables are hypothetical. Information is for illustrative purposes only. Costs and processes vary by client 

Segmentation Criteria Should Include:

 Total spend with each supplier

 Total payments/invoices with each supplier

 Average transaction size

 Card acceptance

 Current payment type

 Current payment terms

 “In-network” vs. “out-of-network” suppliers
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Step 2.  Quantification and Prioritization*

Sample Business Case

*Variables are hypothetical.  Information is for illustrative purposes only.  Costs and processes vary by client 

Assumptions:

 1% rebate rate on standard interchange spend, 0.5% on large ticket

 15% of ACH spend earns discount of 1.2%

 Weighted Average Cost of Capital of 5% 

 Per check cost savings; $2.50, per invoice cost savings; $2.06

 Additional proprietary assumptions are made on PCard and ePayments spend 
capture
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Q&A

This presentation is delivered to you for the purpose of providing you information regarding certain of J.P. Morgan's products or services as described herein. Note that J.P. Morgan may not 
be able to provide all of the products or services described herein or requested by you unless J.P. Morgan confirms that such requested products or services would not cause J.P. Morgan to 
be considered a "Municipal Advisor" under Section 15B of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the related final rules (the "Municipal Advisor Rules"), or are otherwise 
excluded or exempt under the Municipal Advisor Rules. J.P. Morgan is not recommending that you take action or refrain from taking action or providing any advice and is not and will not be 
acting as your advisor, agent or fiduciary with respect to any such products or services. Any portion of this presentation which provides information on municipal financial products or the 
issuance of municipal securities is given in response to your questions or to demonstrate our general experience or capabilities and is not intended to constitute “advice” within the meaning 

of the Municipal Advisor Rules. You should consult with your own financial, legal and other advisors to the extent you deem appropriate in connection with the information provided herein.


